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l  Stunning illustrations, dramatic plot-lines and a rich and varied vocabulary  
to support junior readers 

l  Each story is woven around a historical period and includes historical fact  
files – perfect for combining literacy with other subjects 

l  Questions and a full glossary at the back of each book supports pupils’ comprehension 
of themes
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Stage 10+ Mixed Pack of 6 
978 0 19 911906 6   £34.15
Stage 10+ Class Pack of 36 
978 0 19 911907 3   £185.85
Teaching Notes 
978 0 19 911914 1   £4.15

ISBN/Price 

Stage 11+ Mixed Pack of 6 
978 0 19 911915 8   £34.15
Stage 11+ Class Pack of 36 
978 0 19 911916 5   £185.85
Teaching Notes 
978 0 19 911923 3   £4.15

Stage 12+ Mixed Pack of 6 
978 0 19 847565 1   £34.15
Stage 12+ Mixed Pack of 36 
978 0 19 847566 8   £185.85
Teaching Notes  
978 0 19 847573 6   £4.15

Exciting historical 
adventures through time 
with Biff, Chip and Kipper

TreeTops Time Chronicles Singles Pack  
978 019 848853 8     Save over £10.00   £92.00

All Mixed Packs of 6 for Stages 10+ to Stage 12+ – 18 books in total

TreeTops Time Chronicles Easy Buy Pack  
978 019 848854 5     Save over £27.00   £530.00

All Class Packs of 36 for Stages 10+ to Stage 12+ – 108 books in total 

Money Saving PacksMoney Saving Packs
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History: downloaded! 
Ancient Athens

Might it be their strong army or their even stronger 
navy? So strong in fact, that they now offered 
protection to other city-states from any threat of 
invasion. 
Perhaps it was that they had found silver, lots of it, 
on their land. Or trade perhaps? The Athenians were 
great trades-people.

Maybe it was because they attracted the 
great thinkers of the time – the philosophers, 
the artists, the playwrights.  

Perhaps it symbolized Athens growing confidence 
that Athens was doing well. Perhaps the stranger 
might think about his own city-state and wish it 
were more like Athens. After all, all people in 
Ancient Greece spoke the same language and 
believed in the same gods. So what was it about 
Athens that was so special?

It was on one of the highest 

hills, that the Athenians built the 

magnificent temple in honour of 

the goddess Athena. 

For more information, see the Time Chronicles website:  
www.oxfordprimary.co.uk/timechronicles

Or could it be that they had 
democracy? Could it be that 
asking the people what they 
thought, meant that the city 
was run according to the best 
and most popular ideas?

Being so high meant it could be seen 
for miles around. What do you suppose 
it said about Athens, to a passing 
stranger from another city-state? 
What did it symbolize? 
 

The Parthenon 

Pericles 

Stage 12, The Will of the People (History downloaded) 

Recommended by  

University of Cambridge 

International Examinations  

for Cambridge Primary

CambridgePrimary

10% 
OFF!

NEW! Time Chronicles for Junior Grades!

1.800.387.8020    |    customer.service.ca@oup.com    |    www.oupcanada.com

      Online                         Free

Biff, Chip, Kipper and 
friends have grown up! 

Find out how their destiny is 
revealed in these captivating new 
chapter books for Junior Grades!

$76.95 $69.26

$413.95 $372.56

$9.95 $8.96

$76.95 $69.26

$413.95 $372.56

$9.95 $8.96

$72.95 $65.66

$394.00 $354.60

*Offer expires on June 30, 2012. Offer not valid for previous orders or in conjunction with other discounts. 

Promo Code Required: 20004012
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